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THE ECONOMIC EVOLUTION OF EATING OUT

What consumers want 
from tech before the 
dining experience
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Technology Use 
Before the Meal

Technology has changed the way we live, the way we connect with others and has significantly 
impacted how we are experiencing the world. In fact, could you even name an area of life that 
hasn’t been influenced by technology? It really seems as though everything we do today looks 
radically different than it did a few years ago — purely because of all things tech.

Eating out is no exception. The restaurant industry prides itself on providing hospitality, 
essentially created through human interaction. So how are guests’ end-to-end dining 
experiences impacted by technology and what does that mean for you as a restaurateur? 
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The Entrée
Researching and selecting restaurants, making a reservation, ordering food and paying for 
it can be done in a few clicks without the need for human interaction. At OpenTable, we find 
ourselves at the crossroads of food and tech and are keen to find out what guests really want — 
and don’t want — from technology when they dine out. If you’re asking yourself why you should 
pay attention? The answer is simple: we surveyed over 1,100 diners throughout the UK and 
found out exactly what they like and dislike about technology before their dining experience.

This information gave us a look at the customer perspective. In order to get the full picture of 
how tech is impacting restaurants, we caught up with André Mannini, Operations Director of M 
Restaurants and Alastair Keeble, Director of Digital Marketing of Hakkasan Group.       

André and  Alastair will give us an insight into how operators are using tech to enhance guests’ 
dining experience and streamline their business. Through this guide, you will be able to make 
informed decisions which can directly impact your restaurant’s bottom line.
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DEVICES
It’s no secret that today’s world is more mobile than ever — just look at the devices consumers 
are using. A vast majority of respondents said they own and regularly use a laptop (71%) and 
iPhone (70%), while 66% use an iPad or other tablet. Only 37% use a desktop computer.  

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DEVICES DO YOU OWN AND USE? Demographics
LOCATION
We surveyed over 1,100 diners across the UK, of all ages.    
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What’s Cooking 
These Days?

Today’s dining experience has steadily evolved due to technology’s influence on the restaurant 
industry. Typically, eating out is associated with social interactions. In fact, the experience of 
eating a delicious meal in a restaurant is about as offline as you can get.

However, before making the choice where to dine out, British guests like to rely on technology 
to find the perfect spot, with 63% using search engines to discover a new restaurant.

Increasingly, iPads are being used in restaurants to order food or pay the bill. On the other hand, 
consumers are using apps to research and book restaurants on the go. As a result the entire 
dining experience runs more smoothly.

In 2017 British diners told us that they are relying more than ever on the internet to find a 
restaurant, with 74% making a reservation online, 82% viewing a menu and 67% looking at a 
restaurant’s images ahead of their visit. Alastair of Hakkasan noted: “Our guests use technology 
before, during and after their visit, with many of them turning to our website, online review sites, 
influencers and social media for more information ahead of booking.”

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS OR PLATFORMS TO DISCOVER 
RESTAURANTS YOU WANT TO DINE IN? (“ALWAYS” & “FREQUENTLY” IN RED)

The results highlight how the internet has become an essential  discovery mechanism, with 80% 
of respondents saying they ‘always’ or ‘frequently’ use technology to find dining destinations. 
Also, eight out of ten diners routinely turn to technology to make a reservation prior to dining 
out - perhaps not unexpected given all respondents were on the OpenTable diner network. 
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A PICTURE PAINTS A THOUSAND WORDS
This could not be truer for restaurants — they also drive a lot of visits and help form diners 
decisions. The 2017 research showed more than 60% of respondents ‘always’ or ‘frequently’ 
check out images of their destination before they go, so ensure you have great pictures to share 
on your site and on your social media channels. If you have the budget, it’s worth investing in 
a good photographer, or have your chef or staff photograph the food and use the best ones to 
promote your restaurant.

IF YOU COULD USE TECHNOLOGY TO DO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BEFORE  
YOU DINE OUT, WHICH WOULD IMPROVE YOUR EXPERIENCE?   
(“ALWAYS” & “FREQUENTLY” RESPONSES REPRESENTED BELOW)

In fact, according to OpenTable’s Tech & Dining Out study from 2015, more than 70% of diners 
believed technology had the potential to play a bigger role in dining out. As these figures 
suggest, technology increasingly matters to British diners when comparing survey results from 
2015 and 2017. Keep that in mind when setting up and growing your very own restaurant brand. 
As tech moves on, operators need to be on a constant look out for how to get the best out of it. 

André of M Restaurants says there are two kinds of technology — tools to help run the business 
and some ‘gimmicks’ that are just fun! He talked us through one of the new techs they have 
recently introduced and its impact: “We have added beacons. It’s fun to use for a while. When 
guests walk past the beacons they get a message. Our beacons send you to another beacon 
and at the end of the ‘treasure hunt’ you get a free drink. The bar, the loo, the grill, you visit all of 
them.”
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Restaurateurs are taking advantage of these additional eyes by spending more time making  
sure that their marketing is up to date and targeted to the right guests. “From a marketing 
perspective, tech has allowed us to be a lot more targeted and relevant in our communications,” 
says Alastair from Hakkasan Group which operates five restaurants in London including Michelin-
starred Hakkasan Hanway Place. “We are moving closer to achieving a global single customer 
view of our diners, which combines both marketing and in-restaurant data.”

EVERYONE’S A CRITIC
Keep in mind that today, everyone’s a critic. The research delved deep into the power of 
technology to determine guests’ choices of where to eat. Brits are 15% more likely to consult 
reviews from other diners (as 59% typically do) rather than professional critics.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS OR PLATFORMS TO  
DISCOVER RESTAURANTS YOU WANT TO DINE IN? WHAT ABOUT PRIOR TO  
DINING OUT, HOW OFTEN DO YOU READ REVIEWS FROM OTHER DINERS? 
(“ALWAYS” & “FREQUENTLY” RESPONSES REPRESENTED BELOW)
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HOW TIMES CHANGE: TODAY’S DINERS WANT MORE

What’s New on 
Diners’ Wish List? 

Today’s diners have a huge appetite for tech integration as a way of enhancing their experience. 
That trend seems to be heading in one direction only, upwards.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION 
75% want to have more power over the location of their table at a restaurant  
(vs 66% in the 2015 survey). 

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL? 
58% of our 2017 surveyed diners want to learn about any menu specials or offers with 68% 
looking to claim an offer. Having offers available is a great way to get more visibility to diners 
performing special offer searches for available reservations. Instead of discounting a menu 
item, opt to combine an added value add-on: for example a free charcuterie platter with a wine 
purchase. The FREE option is always appealing. 
 

BETTER COMMUNICATION 
61% would love to be able to contact the restaurant via text message — for instance,  
to say they’re running a few minutes late (which can cause anxiety on both sides) or to remind 
the restaurant about allergies or special arrangements they’ve made. 
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Ditch the Crystal Ball-
Let’s Have a Look at Cold 

Hard Data For Future Trends 
CALLING IS SO LAST SEASON
Results show that UK diners have integrated technology as an essential part of their pre-dining 
out experience. 59% would like to confirm a reservation via text message and 26% would love 
to claim their place on the waitlist via text message.

EVERY LITTLE TECH HELPS
Technology manages to give an overview of today’s food choices and the restaurants which are 
available — something that would not be possible without the use of laptops or smartphones.

The OpenTable 2017 study shows that in the UK, 71% use their laptops or computers to book a 
table, followed by 70% using their iPhone and 65% their tablet. 
When comparing UK results to the US, Australia and Germany, the break-down of how diners 
are using their different devices is similar.

SOCIAL MEDIA IS ON THE RISE
To find their perfect dining spot, British guests love to rely on fellow diners’ reviews and 
especially diners aged 34 years and under are more inclined to make use of social media to find 
the best dining out spots (38% ‘frequently’ or ‘always’ rely on social channels to discover new 
hot spots). Looking at diners of all ages, 53% rely on word-of-mouth recommendation to find a 
great restaurant and 62% use search engines to discover a new restaurant. 
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André Mannini of M Restaurants finds that appropriate research prior to the guest visit can help 
enhance their experience further. It’s useful to get an idea of someone’s professional history or 
public profiles, not their personal information. “It’s part of section duties to research the night’s 
guests on Google and LinkedIn so you can see which company they work for and how high up 
they are at their company,” he says. Having this information means that Mannini and his team 
can tailor their service to be even more personalised. Alistair Keeble of Hakkasan adds, “We try 
our best to anticipate the needs of every guest before they step foot inside the restaurant.” 

The lesson to be learned here is that if sensitively done, restaurants still stand to provide a 
heightened level of hospitality by doing some pre-shift sleuthing. But they should be careful not 
to blurt out the names of their guests’ children unless they want them running for the door.

PRIVACY, PLEASE
Ideally, tech should be an extension of a restaurant’s hard work in making dining out a sociable 
and truly enjoyable experience. This is also why restaurants work hard in finding out more 
about their guests before they come and dine at their establishment. However, our 2017 survey 
suggests that not all diners are comfortable with restaurants knowing too much. 
 
While 52% of respondents either aren’t bothered by the notion of being searched online or 
perceive it as a positive, 35% find it ‘creepy or intrusive’ that a restaurant would do such a thing. 
Britain’s neighbour, Germany, has 43% of diners take a clear stance against being looked up by 
restaurateurs prior to their visit. 

SOME RESTAURANTS RESEARCH THEIR GUESTS ONLINE PRIOR TO THE MEAL,  
WITH A VIEW TO BETTER SERVE THEM. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT?
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The good news: you don’t have to google your guests in order to provide great service for them. 
By tracking and noting down your guests’ preferences, you’ll be sure to make them feel well 
looked after without interfering with their privacy. In fact, when asked what guests wished a 
restaurant would know about them before they came in, the answers were telling: 55% wished 
their preferred table was known to the staff, 40% are happy to share information about their 
birthday or special anniversary prior to a visit and 32% would find it useful for the dining 
establishment to know about any special dietary restrictions. 

55%
WISHED THEIR 
PREFERRED TABLE WAS 
KNOWN TO THE STAFF

40%
ARE HAPPY TO SHARE 
INFORMATION ABOUT 
THEIR BIRTHDAY OR 
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY 
PRIOR TO A VISIT

32%
WOULD FIND IT USEFUL 
FOR THE DINING 
ESTABLISHMENT TO KNOW 
ABOUT ANY SPECIAL 
DIETARY RESTRICTIONS
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CANCELLATIONS AND NO-SHOWS
No-shows are a nuisance, but it seems that we surveyed some very responsible diners as 92% 
said that they would never fail to show up for an existing reservation without notifying the 
restaurant. Furthermore, 55% said they would never cancel an existing reservation 24 hours or 
less ahead of an existing reservation.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR? 
Our survey reveals that over 44% of diners eat at a full service restaurant once or twice a 
month and 46% of diners eat out at least once per week. This is great news as it suggests that 
eating out truly is one of the great British pastimes. However, we notice that diners are keen 
to use technology to work up an appetite long before setting foot in your restaurant. From 
reading menus online to checking out restaurant pictures and reviews, diners like to make 
up their minds on the go and online. Through analysing our survey results, we can see how 
restaurateurs can get taste buds going - even in the virtual world. Today’s diners no longer just 
expect technology to be there to help, it’s now a way of life.

BESIDES AN EXPERTISE ON THE RIGHT WAY TO QUEUE, EATING OUT TRULY IS ONE OF 
THE GREAT BRITISH PASTIME

KEEN TO FIND OUT MORE? KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR PART 2 AND 3 OF OUR CONCLUSIVE 
STUDY ON WHAT DINERS WANT DURING AND AFTER THE MEAL TOO.44% 46%
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https://go.opentable.com/rs/531-AOS-877/images/OpenTable-Technology%26Dining-2017-UKTopic2-010418-DS2.pdf
https://go.opentable.com/rs/531-AOS-877/images/OpenTable-Technology%26Dining-2017-UKTopic3-010418-DS1.pdf
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GET STARTED WITH  
OPENTABLE FOR RESTAURANTS

RESTAURANT.OPENTABLE.CO.UK

CONTACT US AT
+44(0) 203 311 2209

OpenTable, Inc. © 2017  
Alphabeta Building

14-18 Finsbury Square
London

EC2A 1AH
UK

About 
OpenTable

OpenTable is the world’s leading provider of online restaurant reservations, seating more than 
24 million diners per month via online bookings across more than 43,000 restaurants. Since 
inception in  1998, we have seated more than 1.4 billion diners around the world.

Our network connects restaurants and diners, helping diners discover and book the perfect 
table and helping restaurants deliver personalised hospitality to keep guests coming back.

OpenTable’s hospitality solutions enable restaurants of all shapes and sizes to manage their 
reservation books, streamline their operations, and enhance their service levels.  
For more information on how we can help you grow your restaurant business and deliver an 
extraordinary guest experience, go to restaurant.opentable.co.uk.

Check out our Open for Business blog for more tips, resources, and fresh ideas for running a 
successful restaurant. 
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